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• Key Market Indicators say to stay invested in equities. 

• Pearls of wisdom from Other Voices 

• Barron’s: “Triggering a Debt Bomb” 

• Don’t miss “Final Thoughts” where I wax poetic about the prospects for the market. 
 
 
 

Key Market Indicators (KMI) 
 
The KMI is a simple, intuitive display of 4 measures of market health. This tool helps to answer questions like “How 
aggressive should I be with my asset allocation?” or “Should I put new money to work right away, or should I hold back 
for a bit?” The stock market is a complex, adaptive system. Viewing its health from four distinct perspectives is a good 
way to see the big picture, and plan accordingly. 
 

 
 
The conditions of the 4 traffic lights did not change in Novembrber. Market fundamentals and technicals are still 
flashing green. In fact, the technical picture improved over the past month.  Therefore I remain nearly fully invested in 
risk assets.  
 
Risk is still flashing yellow, primarily due to high geopolitical risks and a worsening civil war among GOP factions and the 
White House. Another risk factor is the predominance and pervasiveness of algorithmic trading, including the massive 
amount of capital parked in ETFs. When the market finaly rolls over, nobody knows what will happen as ETFs are forced 
to sell large blocks of their holdings to meet investor demand. 
 
Valuations are the sole red light. This is the Greater Fool phase of this bull run. They apparently believe that pro-growth 
policies are just around the corner, and when they come, it will boost earnings and bring valuations back into line with 
historical norms. Doubting Thomas that I am, I remain skeptical. 
 
 
The 4 measures of market health for the KMI traffic lights. 
 

1. Fundamental – are companies growing? Sales & earnings increasing? Profit margins expanding? 
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2. Technical – are stock prices rising? Trading volume increasing? Breadth & leadership o.k.? 
3. Valuation – based on earnings & dividend growth, is the market cheap, fair, or expensive? 
4. Risk – is a recession coming? Price momentum slipping? Volatility increasing? 

 
 
The Data Driving the KMI Traffic Lights 

 

 

 
 
When we step back and view the KMI with a wider lense, they describe the mixed messages that the market is sending 
to investors. The way I see it, there is more green on these boards than red or yellow. As long as this remains the case, 
there is no urgency to reduce exposure to stocks or other risk assets. 
 
What concerns me now is the dispersion of readings among the market internals. This can be observed in very 
straightforward ways. Why does this concern me? 
 
Because when the market is firing on all cylinders, the boards are covered in green, with a few exceptions. Today the 
boards are predominantly green, but the red and yellow readings are a significant minority. Again, it’s too early to take 
defensive action, but investors should remain vigilant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



U.S. Markets 
 
Here is a Dashboard view of the market internals. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Forecast for the U.S. Stock Market 
 

Here is my forecast for the U.S. stock market over the next 12 months. 

 
Continuation of the current uptrend - Probability: 55% 
Corporate earnings are strong. Economy is still expanding. Inflation is subdued. Ride the wave. 

 
Acceleration of the uptrend - Probability: 10% 
Passage of tax cuts, infrastructure spending, or budgetary reform could spark another surge in stock prices.  

 
Correction of 10% to 20% - Probability: 25% 
A downturn in US and global growth could lead to weaker-than-projected revenues and earnings. Wage pressures due to 
the tightening labor market could pressure profit margins and earnings growth rates. 
 
Bear market decline of 20% or more - Probability: 10% 
Another bear market is inevitable. There are many risks in this market, and a top can come at any time. But momentum 
favors a continuation of the bull market, and a delayed arrival of the next bear. 

 
Other Voices  
Some pearls of wisdom from John Hussman 

“Despite these brutal long-term and full-cycle expectations for the S&P 500, our immediate outlook is actually quite 

neutral. The most historically reliable valuation measures are obscene here. We expect the market to lose nearly two-

thirds of its value by the completion of this cycle, while still posting negative total returns over the next 10-12 years.  

In my view, Wall Street is completely out of its gourd. Research, evidence, and historically-informed analysis can fight 

ignorance only when people value knowledge. The problem is that human beings are wired to chase what they associate 

with pleasure, and to shun what they associate with discomfort. Recall the dot-com bubble. Recall the housing bubble. 

Investors, given enough pleasure in the moment, will find rationalizations that allow them to maintain ignorant bliss, 

even if the long-term consequences are repeatedly devastating. 

The more investors speculate, the more they tend to become impressed by the outcomes of their own speculation, 

which temporarily results in self-reinforcing bubbles.” 

 
Triggering a Debt Bomb 
William Waitzman for Barron’s 
 
With U.S. debt as a percentage of GDP above 105%, there’s a risk that we might try to inflate our way out of it, which 
would boost bond yields. The risk is that we’ll eventually try to inflate our way out of it.  
 
It’s more than a little curious that conservative politicians, who once espoused conservative principles with respect to 
the federal debt, have been notably absent from the debate over tax reform. But the uncomfortable reality of the U.S.’s 
exploding debt is likely to take center stage once more when the agreement to suspend the debt ceiling expires early 
next month. 
 
The situation, already dire, has worsened considerably in the roughly two months since President Donald Trump cut a 
deal with Democratic congressional leaders Nancy Pelosi and Chuck Schumer. According to Wolf Richter, publisher of 
the blog Wolf Street, the national debt has spiked by $640 billion in that span. 
 
In a recent column, Richter noted that in the past six years, the debt has ballooned by $5.7 trillion, to $20.5 trillion. He 
further points out that the past three debt-ceiling fights have been followed by enormous increases in the debt. 



Richter says that debt as a percentage of gross domestic product stands at 105%. He adds that Fitch Ratings has 
estimated that the figure will rise to 120% in 10 years. 
 
One corporate leader who opposes adding to this national burden is Howard Schultz, executive chairman of Starbucks. 
“It’s insanity. It’s not right,” he said at The New York Times Dealbook conference last week. 
 
Although Richter doesn’t believe the U.S. will default on its obligations, he fears it might try to inflate its way out of it. 
“So long as the market is half-asleep, it’s OK,” he says, but when it “realizes that we have a little problem here,” the yield 
on the 10-year Treasury bond, currently a bit over 2%, will jump to 5%.  
 
A note on tax reform 
 
In the U.S. the cost of borrowing could be going up with tax reform. Lowering the statutory federal corporate tax rate to 

20% from 35% would mean that Uncle Sam would be picking up a smaller portion of the interest tab. The proposed 

measures also contemplate capping the deductibility of interest at 30% of companies’ operating cash flow (earnings 

before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization, or Ebitda). That would appear to crimp mainly highly leveraged 

firms, such as those that populate the high-yield bond market.  

According to Thomas Tzitzouris of Strategas Research Partners, there are at least 55 nonfinancial companies in the S&P 

1500 that have incurred net interest exceeding 30% of Ebitda for at least two of the past three years. These companies 

have higher default risk than the companies in the Barclays High-Yield Index and the Russell 2000 Index, he finds. 

More importantly, limits on tax deductibility appear to be the “final straw” for high-yield companies, says Strategas. That 

was the primary cause of the selloff in high yield bonds last week. Moreover, from Nov. 1 to Nov. 8, their stocks trailed 

the market. “The clear message here is that tax reform is unlikely to be a positive for firms struggling under enormous 

debt burdens,” writes Tzitzouris in a client note. And corporations are in a rush to issue as much new debt as possible, so 

they can beat the deadline imposed by tax reform. 

 

 

My forecast for the U.S. Economy 
 
Moderate expansion - Probability: 70% 
Corporate earnings are on the rise. The latest ISM survey had the highest reading since 2004. The pickup in growth 
overseas will help the U.S. economy in two ways. Higher demand for our exports, and increased foreign earnings for U.S. 
based companies with overseas operations. 

 
Strong expansion - Probability: 10% 
Higher interest rates and rising commodity prices, driven by improving global growth prospects, could produce stronger-
than-anticipated S&P 500 EPS growth as energy and financials – roughly 25% of S&P 500 profits – could see a meaningful 
profit improvement. 

 
Growth recession - Probability: 10% 
A downturn in US and global growth could lead to weaker-than-projected revenues for S&P 500 companies. Wage 
pressures, unaccompanied by improving consumer and business demand, could pressure profit margins and earnings 
growth rates. 
 
Outright recession - Probability: 10% 
Our indicators, both leading and coincident, point to continued growth in the U.S. We view the behavior of Donald 

Trump as a source of uncertainty for our allies, our enemies, and our capital markets. In the event of a major global 



incident, such as a nuclear attack from North Korea, a major terrorist attack, a serious miscalculation by policy makers, 

or perhaps a trade war between the U.S. and China or Mexico or Canada.  

 

Picks & Pans 
 
10 Best ETFs: The 10 most undervalued asset class ETFs 
 

 
 
 
10 Worst ETFs: The 10 most overvalued asset class ETFs 
 

 
 
 
10 Best Stocks: 10 fairly-priced stocks with rising earnings estimates 
 

  
 



The stocks in the above table are enjoying their moment in the sun. Everything seems to be humming along smoothly. 
But we all know what happens when things get too quiet – things get louder and crazier. 
 

 
 
10 Best Shorts: The 10 most overvalued stocks 
 

 
  
The stocks in the above table are the bottom of the barrel, in terms of high valuations, and low marks for fundamental 
and technical soundness. Consider them as short candidates, but do your own due diligence before acting on them. 
Some of them are hard to borrow, so you may not be able to short them at all. 

 

 
 
 
Key Recession Indicators 
 
The risk of the US economy sliding into recession in the next 6 months is very low - just 10% as of the end of October. 
We base this estimate on a combination of factors (see the table below) that have proven accurate in calling turns in the 
business cycle. Our model will tell us when the conditions are in place for a turn in the cycle.  
 
The latest readings (for October 2017) show a slight improvement over last month’s numbers. The two leading 
indicators, Market Stress and Market Trend, are forecasting continued economic growth and positive market 
momentum for the next 3 to 6 months. The coincident indicators are confirming this outlook.  
 
The takeaway from all of this is that the economy is strong enough to support the stock market. In the absence of a 
recession, corrections in the stock market are limited. It’s not unusual to see a 10% to 15% decline in the market without 
a recession taking place. We think the probability of a correction of this magnitude, in the next 3-6 months, is about 
40%. 
 
 



  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Asset allocation  
 
Our asset allocations did not change since last month. The global economy is still growing, earnings are still improving, 
stock markets are rallying, and valuations are reasonable except in the U.S. market. As long as the status quo continues, 
our allocations won’t change much, if at all. 

 

 

 
 
Our Current Asset Allocation 
 



 
(The above allocation is for taxable accounts with an investment horizon of 20 or more years.)  

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
(The above allocation is for tax-deferred accounts with an investment horizon of 20 or more years.)  
 

 

 
 
 
Final Thoughts 
 

 

"I cannot forecast to you the action of Russia. It is a riddle, wrapped in a mystery,  
inside an enigma; but perhaps there is a key. That key is Russian national interest." 

 
-Winston Churchill, in a radio broadcast from October 1939 

 



The action of the stock market today is maddeningly difficult to explain. Bulls will often fall back on an old Wall Street 
maxim that says bull markets, especially when they are long in the tooth, like to climb a wall of worry. And there are 
plenty of things for investors to worry about today. 
 
But this explanation is a little too glib to be of practical use. Closer to the truth, in my view, is that the continuation of 
the bull market in financial assets is in the American national interest. The Fed has been supporting and fueling the stock 
market since 2008. But now they tell us that they will no longer provide that kind of support. Why, then, do investors 
continue to pile into the market with no apparent regard for valuation? 
 
I don’t know. It’s a mystery. But one thing I’ve learned over a long career in the market, is that you don’t fight the tape, 
and you don’t fight the Fed. The key here is to keep an eye on the Fed. Especially now that a change of leadership is 
coming soon.  
 
My gut tells me that the prospects for the market for the next 10 years are somewhere between sub-par and just plain 
poor. So why aren’t I sounding the alarm and telling readers and clients to get out? Because there may be enough 
upside left in this bull run to justify staying invested. I prefer to let the market tell me when it’s time to get out. We’re 
not there yet. 
 
There are some high-profile market pundits out there who say that we are at the beginning of a long, strong bull market. 
While I disagree with them, I think there are enough true believers, mostly those who are about to receive huge bonuses 
and tax cut windfalls, who will fuel the next leg higher. It would be foolish to bet against them at this point. 
 
When this bull run finally comes to an end, which will probably be triggered by the next recession, I have a feeling that it 
could be a deep and long-lasting bear market. Staying invested now, and taking advantage of the profits that are still to 
come, is not unlike the way squirrels brave the cold of late Fall to bury their acorns, which they hope will sustain them 
during the harsh winter to come.  
 
I advocate for the continuation of acorn burying until winter sets in and drives the squirrels into hibernation. 
 
 
 
 
 


